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In his recent fundamental work 121, Berger shows how “Fitting pairs” 
similar to those defined by Laue, Lausch and Pain [ I.5 j, can be used to 
determine the 5%~radical of any group GE 3, for certain Fitting classes 5 
including all Fischer classes. We shall refer to this as “Berger’s Theorem.“’ 
Berg&s proof falls naturally into two parts: firstly the Fitting pairs are 
constructed, and secondly it is shown by an inductive argument hat the 
Fitting pairs do indeed enable us to determine S,-radicals. 
This paper arises from an attempt o view the inductive part of Berger’s 
proof in the context of the so-called “Lausch group,” and Sections 3, 4 and 5 
cover this aspect. The class of S-relevant groups, which is introduced in 
Section 3, and the sub-class of g-basic groups are impo~ant here. One main 
result, (5.4), gives an expression for elements of the Lausch group in terms of 
elements from S-basic groups; a corollary to this result, [5.5), then shows 
how, given a “‘suitable” supply of Fitting pairs, we may determine the 5*- 
radical of a group G E 5. In Section 7, we indicate how Fitting pairs similar 
to those of Berger, but specifically tailored to our needs, can be constructed 
when !+J is a Fischer class; this then leads to Berger’s theorem for Fischer 
classes. It is also shown how Berger’s theorem may be applied directly to 
give information on Lockett’s conjecture in the case of Fischer classes. 
The inductive procedure which we use to prove (5.4) has in addition 
suggested a result, proved in Section 6, on the generation of Fitting classes. 
In this case, another sub&ass of the g-relevant groups, namely the class of 
&constructive groups, is important. The result on generation is used in 
Section 8 to show that a metanilpotent Fitting class recently defined by 
Hawkes [ 131, is generated by a single group. We use our work on Berger’s 
theorem to show also that Hawkes’ class can be arranged to coincide with its 
own “lower star”; together with the result in [S] this leads to the existence of 
a non-nilpotent Fitting class 5 with 5 * = 5*, the possibility of which had 
been open to question. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
The classes of groups considered in this paper will all be sub-classes of the 
class E of all finite groups. 
We recall the closure operations S, and N,,: if X if a class of groups then 
S,X=(GEt$:M~XwithGzAsnB);and 
N,J = (G E (3: 3N,,..., Nt sn G with Ni E X and G = (N, ,..., NJ), 
where A sn B means that A is a subnormal subgroup of B. Then a Fitting 
class is a class 5 of groups such that 5 = S,,s = N,iJ. A Fischer class is a 
Fitting class 3 such that whenever G E 5, N sn G and H < G with N < H 
and H/N nilpotent, then HE 5. 
Let iP denote the set of all prime numbers, and IN denote the set of all 
natural numbers. The following notation is standard: 
G: the (Fitting) class of all finite soluble groups; 
6,: the (Fitting) class of all finite soluble x-groups, where K E IP; 
%: the (Fitting) class of all finite nilpotent groups; and 
8: the class of all finite abelian groups. 
A background to Fitting class theory within the universe G can be found 
in [9]; many of the concepts and results which we will need for Fitting 
classes within the universe (5 carry over with little or no modification from 
the soluble case. 
If G is a group, define 
camp(G) = { p E P : G possesses a composition factor of order p). 
We recall Hartley’s result in [ 1 l] that if 5 is a Fitting class, G E ij and 
p E camp(G), then 6, s 5: this does not require that 5 be contained in 6. If 
5 is a Fitting class, the characteristic of 5, denoted by char@), is the set of 
all primes p such that GP E 5. 
If G is a group and p is a prime, then Syl,(G) denotes the set of all Sylow 
p-subgroups of G, OP(G) denotes the smallest normal subgroup N of G such 
that G/N E 6,, while G” denotes the nilpotent residual of G; further, C, 
denotes a cyclic group of order p. 
If X is a class (or set) of groups then Fit(X) denotes the Fitting class 
generated by X; that is, the smallest Fitting class ij with X c 5. 
If 5 and 8 are Fitting classes, their product 3 # 6 is defined as 
where G, denotes (as usual) the s-radical of G; that is, the largest normal 
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subgroup of G which belongs to 5: it is well known that 5 # 0 is again a 
Fitting class. 
A group G is called single-headed if it has a unique maximal normal 
subgroup. In this connection, the following is well known. 
1.1 LEMMA. Let G be a single-headed group. Then either 
(a) G’ = G; or 
(b) 1 = G’ < G and G is a cyclic p-group, where p E P; or 
(c) 1 < G’ = G” < G and G/G’ is a cyclicp-group, wherep E P. 
A Fitting class 5 is called normal if (1) # 5 c G and if for every G E G, 
G, is a maximal ‘&subgroup of G. It is shown in [4] that there exists a 
unique smallest normal Fitting class !?j # G. It is also shown in [4] that & 
radicals need not “respect” direct products; this led to the following 
definitions. 
1.2 DEFINITION (Lockett [ 181). Let 5 be a Fitting class. Define 
iJ* = (G E @ : (G X G)a is subdirect in G x G); 
ij.+ = n (X : fi is a Fitting class and X* = S*). 
The following theorem is due to Lockett [ 181, except where otherwise 
indicated. 
1.3 THEOREM. Let 5 and 6 be Fitting classes. 
(a) iJ* and i-j* are Fitting classes and s* E 7j E i’J* = (B*)* c 5,A. 
In particular, if G E iJ then G’ E ij*. 
(b) (Cossey) ifp E char@), then 6, s s*. 
(c) if is normal if and only if5* = G, while G, is the smallest normal 
Fitting class. 
(d) rf5 g 6 then ij* c 6* and (Bryce and Cossey [7]) iJ* E 8,. 
(e) If G and H are groups, then (G x H),, = G,. x H,, 
(f) Zf 5 is a Fischer class, or Q-closed or R,-closed (see [9]), then 
g*=s. 
Although the above assertions were originally proved for Fitting classes 
within G, the proofs extend to Fitting classes within @ with slight 
modifications, as pointed out by Berger (21. 
A Fitting class 5 with iJ* = 5 is called a Lockett class. In [ 181, Lockett 
poses a question which is equivalent o asking whether 5* = 5* n 6, for all 
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Fitting classes 5 s G (see [7]). The conjecture that this holds has come to 
be known as Lockett’s conjecture. It is shown in [3] that Lockett’s 
conjecture is untrue, but is proved in [7] that 5* = 5* fl G, if s* is a so- 
called “primitive saturated formation.” 
2. THE LAUXH GROUP 
In this section, we recall some of the standard theory of the “Lausch 
group,” and set up some notation; we also state a lemma due to Berger [2]. 
Our approach to the Lausch group is based loosely on that of a forthcoming 
book by Doerk and Hawkes; we thank Dr. Trevor Hawkes for showing us a 
preliminary manuscript. 
2.1 DEFINITION. (a) Let 5 be a class of groups. An underlying set for ‘8 
is a set of groups containing exactly one representative of each isomorphism 
class of groups belonging to 5. We will often denote a given underlying set 
for $J by IF, with the reservation that P and iN will always denote the sets of 
prime and natural numbers, respectively, 
(b) If G and H are groups, a subnormal embedding of G into H is a 
monomorphism a: G -+ H such that Ga sn H. The set of all subnormal 
embeddings of G into H will be denoted by Subnemb(G, H). We sometimes 
use the notation G isn H to indicate that G is isomorphic to a subnormal 
subgroup of H; that is, that Subnemb(G, H) # 0. 
(c) Let 5 be a Fitting class, and F be an underlying set for 3. Let 
A = A, denote the restricted direct product 
Thus d is the set of maps 
S:lF-+U{G:GEFj 
of finite support such that, for each G E ff we have GfE G, with the usual 
“‘pointwise” multiplication. For each G E ff, Ed will denote the natural 
embedding of G into A. 
If G E 5, then a quasi-natural embedding of G into d is a monomorphism 
e, : G -+ A such that, for some isomorphism u: G -+ G,, where G, E F, we 
have e, = osGB. The set of a11 such quasi-natural embeddings of G into A will 
be denoted by Qnat(G,d). 
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2.2 HYPOTHESES. We make the blanket assumption until the end of 
Section 1 that 5 is a fixed Fitting class with given underlying set F, and that 
A = A,, has been constructed as above; we shall occasionally place some 
restrictions on 5. Further, whenever G E 5, then eo will be understood to 
denote a fixed but arbitrary member of Qnat(G, A). 
2.3 DEFINITION (Lausch [ 161). The subgroup A = A, of A is defined as 
follows 
A = (g&J g(rcH)-’ : g E G; G, H E F; (r E Subnemb(G, H)). 
Since conjugation by x E G induces a subnormal embedding of G into 
itself, then G’+ ,< A for all G E IF, and so A’ < /1. The abelian quotient 
group A/A is known as the Lausch group of 5 (with respect to iF). 
In performing calculations within the Lausch group, we will find it 
convenient to work in A and to take congruences (mod/i); thus, if a, b E A, 
then a E b (mod A) will signify that ab-’ E A. 
The following technical lemma is easy to verify. 
2.4 LEMMA. Let G, HE 5, a E Subnemb(G, H), x E G and X < G. Then 
(a) xe, 3 (xa) e,(mod A); and 
(b) Xe, < A if and only if (Xa) en < A. 
The next definition, and the following two theorems, were originally 
introduced in the case 5 = 6; the applicability to arbitrary Fitting classes 
was observed by Bryce and Cossey in [8]. 
2.5 DEFINITION (Blessenohl and Gaschiitz [4]; Lausch [16]). The pair 
(C, d) is called an &Fitting pair (with respect to E) if C is an abelian group 
and 
d:iF --t (Hom(G, C): G E F} 
is a map such that for each G E IF, d, is a homomorphism from G to C 
where 
(1) do = adn if G, H E F and a E Subnemb(G, H); and 
(2) C={gd,:gEG, GEF}. 
We note that if GE5 and a:G + G, is an isomorphism, where G, E F, 
we may define d, = ude,,: G -+ C, thereby extending the range of d. It is easy 
to check that this definition is independent of the particular isomorphism 
from G to G, chosen, and we will assume in future that d, is thus defined for 
any particular G E 5. 
We refer to [4,3.1] for a proof of the following. 
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2.6 THEOREM (Blessenohl and Gaschiitz [4]). Let (C, d) be an S-Fitting 
pair. Then the class X = (G E 5: Gd, = 1) is a Fitting class satisfying 
?j* c 3 E 5. Further, ifG E 5, then ker(d,) = G,. 
The proof of the following result is basically that of [ 16, 2.41; we give an 
outline. 
2.7 THEOREM (Lausch [ 161). Zf G E i’j then Ge, nA = (Gas) eo. 
Proof If G E F, define do : G -+ A/A by gda = g&,/i for g E G. We may 
check that (A//i, d) is an &Fitting pair. By (2.6) we have iJ1, c 
(GEB:Gdc=l). But now if GEF and M=G,*, then l=Mdrw=Mdo, 
and so ME, & Gs,‘f?/i. On the other hand, the argument at the foot of p. 69 
and the head of p. 70 in [ 161 shows that if g E G satisfies gs, E GsG n /1, 
then g E M. The result now follows with the aid of (2.4b). 
We next observe that an g-Fitting pair gives rise in a natural way to a 
homomorphism of the Lausch group; in fact the correspondence is one-to- 
one but we will not need this. 
2.8 LEMMA. Let (C, d) be an S-Fitting pair. Zf f E A, define fd E C by 
fd= n (Gf)d,E C. 
GEF 
Then the map 8: f + fd is a well-deBned epimorphism from A to C 
satisfying ker(a) > A. Further, if G E ij and g E G, then gd, = (de,) d E C 
and (ker(d,)) eG = ker(8) n Ge,. 
Proof We note that fd is well defined as an element of C because f is of 
finite support. The remaining assertions now follow by straightforward 
calculations. 
We end this section by quoting a lemma due to Berger, [2, 3.21. We refer 
to [2] for the proof, observing that our part (b) is just part (2) of Berger’s 
lemma re-set in the context of the Lausch group. We remark that part (a) 
can be proved by repeated application of the so-called “quasi-R,-lemma” 
(see [7, l.l]), and that part (b) may be approached in a similar way, using 
an analogue of the quasi-R,-lemma concerned with embeddings into the 
Lausch group. We retain our notational conventions. 
2.9 LEMMA (Berger, [2, 3.21). Suppose that G is a ftnite group 
containing subgroups V and M, where V 4 G and ME W n 5, such that 
G = VM. Let U be a group isomorphic with V and let p: V+ U be an 
isomorphism. Then p induces a homomorphism cp: G + Aut(U) given by 
cp: g-+ {u + ((up-‘)ql: u E U), for gE G, 
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where the expression in braces represents the uutomorphism oJ U with action 
on u E U as shown. 
From the abstract semi-direct product U Am(U), which has subgroup 
U(~~). Then we have 
(a) G E 5 if and only if U(A@) E 5; and 
(b) ifG E 5 then 
meG = trnv) eUfmmj (modif) forall m EM. 
3. ~-RELEVANT GROUPS 
Let p and q be primes. 
3.1 DEFINITION. The group G E Fj is said to be (5, p)-relevant if G # 1 
and there exists U= On(U) E 5 such that, if P E Syl,(Aut(U)) and P* = 
Pn (UP), (a subgroup of the abstract semi-direct product U Aut(U)), we 
have 
(1) there exists an isomorphism o: UP* --f G; and 
(2) u= [U, P*]. 
3,2 LEMMA. Suppose that G is (~,p)-relevant. Then in the notation of 
(3.1), we have UP* = (UP),; P* > 1; U= (UP)*= @(UP) and UO= G’= 
Up(G) < G. Further, p E char(S). 
Proof: Since U E 5 then U < (UP); and UP* = UP n (UPS* = (UP>,. 
Since G # 1 then U# 1. Since U= [U,P*] then P* # 1 and also 
U = (UP*)” = OP( UP*). Since U < UP* E 5 then p E char@). The other 
statements follow because c is an isomorphism. 
3.3 LEMMA. If G is (8, p)-relevant and (5, q)-relevant, then p = q. 
ProoJ: By (3.2), UP(G) = G” = Oq(G) < G, and the result follows. 
The group G E 5 is said to be a-relevant if it is (5, p)-relevant for some 
p E char@). The classes of S-relevant and (5, p)-relevant groups are 
denoted by ‘IX8 and 9I{, respectively. 
4. THE MAIN LEMMA 
We retain the notationai conventions introduced previously, and add the 
following. 
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4.1 Notation. (a) If w E N, define 
O’+‘={fEd:ifGElFthen(G)f= 1unlessGER8andIGnl<w}. 
We may check that 0” is a subgroup of A. 
(b) We choose a specific underlying set IR, of 31 as follows. For each 
!I G E F I? !lIi, where p E Ip, we choose P E Syl,(Aut(G )). Letting U denote 
Gn, we form the abstract semi-direct product UP, and define R = (UP),. If 
P* = Pn (UP),, then R=UP*. By definition we have Gr UP*.The set of 
all such groups R = UP* as G runs over iF n 9lb will be denoted by I?;, 
while IR, denotes the union of the “6 over all primes p. If we refer to a group 
R = UP* E IR,, it will be understood that U = R’= Op(R) for the 
appropriate prime p, while P* = P n (UP),, where P is the chosen Sylow p- 
subgroup of Aut(U). 
4.2 LEMMA. Let v, w E bJ. 
(a) The set {R.E IR, : 1 R”( < w} isfinite (possibly empty). 
(b) We have 
0” = n Riei, 
i 
where the (internal, direct) product is taken over those distinct Ri E F?, with 
IRyI < w, and where e, E Qnat(Ri, A). 
(c) Ifv<w then O”<Ow<A. 
ProoJ (a) There are finitely many non-isomorphic groups U with 
I U/ < w, and each such U has finitely many prime-power-order subgroups of 
its automorphism group; the assertion follows. 
Parts (b) and (c) follow from the definitions. 
We now come to the main lemma. Parts (a) and (b) will be refined in 
Sections 5 and 6, respectively, to give the main results of the paper. 
4.3 LEMMA. Let G E ?j. Then 
(a) Ge, < /iOiG”; and 
(b) G E Fit(X), where 
X=(A~~:A’=AandAisnG”)U(C,:pEcomp(G)) 
U (R E ‘911, : R" isn Gn and camp(R) C camp(G)) 
Proof. Let w = I GnI. Since G is finite, it may be expressed as a join of 
single-headed, subnormal subgroups, A i ,..., A I, say. Then 
G = (A, ,..., A,:AisnG,i= l,..., t) 
E Fit(A , ,..., A,) (1) 
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and 
A;=+@‘, i = l,..., t. (2) 
For each A, there are three possibilities, corresponding to parts (a), (b) 
and (c), respectively, of (1. I). We will consider each in turn, and will show 
that in all cases we have A,e, <A@” and A, E Fit(X). The assertions of the 
lemma will then follow by (1) above. In all cases, ei will denote a fixed but 
arbitrary member of Qnat(A,, A). 
Suppose firstly that Af = A,, corresponding to (l.la). Then Aiei <A by 
de~nition of A and so AleG <A <A@“. Since Ai = A: Q Gn then Ai sn G” 
thenAisnG’andsoAjEX. 
Suppose next that 1 = Al < Ai E 6,, where p E P, as in (l.lb). Since 
Ai sn G then p E comp(G)c char@) and so Ai E ij* by (1.3b). Thus by 
(2.7), Aie, < A <A@“, while A, E Fit(C,) c: Fit(X). 
Suppose finally that 1 < Ai = AT < Ai with Ai/Af a cyclic p-group for 
some p E P, as in (1.1~). As above, p E camp(G) c char@). 
Let A denote Ai, and let x be a p-element of A such that A = A’(x). Now 
[A’, (x)] a A and so (x) ,< C,(A’/[A’, (x)]) g A. Since A = A’(x) is single- 
headed, it follows that A = C,(A’/[A’, (x)]), and so A’/IA’, (x)], being 
“central-by-cyclic,” is abelian. Thus A’ = [A’, (x)]. 
The identity map : A’ -+ A’ induces a homomorphism (o: A -+ Aut(A’). 
Since p E char(z) then (x} E I)t n 5. By (2.9a) the group A’(q), which is a 
subgroup of the abstract semi-direct product A’ Aut(A’), lies in 5. Since 
A’ = [A’, (x)], then A’ = [A’, (x)], and so 
(xcp) is a non-trivial p-group. (3) 
Choose 5’ E Syl~(Aut(A’)) with (xtp) < S. Since A’(xp) E 5 then (xp} < 
S* = S f? (A’S),. But A’ = A” = Op(A’), and so A’S” is (5, p)-relevant. Let 
e* E Qnat(A’S*, A). Since A’ = (A’S*)’ then (A’S*) e* < @IA” by definition 
of 0”. But now by (2) and (4.2~) we have (A’S*) e* < W, and so 
(xp) e* E 0”. (4) 
We now apply (2.9b) with the group A = A’(x) E 5; A’ r A’ and 
A’(x(o) sn (A’S*) E 5 to conclude that xe, EE (xv) e*(mod A). Thus by (4), 
xe, E A@“. Since A’e, <A, it follows that Ae, <A@‘, and so Ae, <A@“. 
This completes the proof of part (a) of the proposition. 
By (3), we have p E char(Fit~A’(x~))), and so we may apply (2.9a) to 
conclude that A = A’(x) E Fit(A’(x~)). But A’(xrp) sn (A’S*) E !I?,, while by 
(2), A’ sn Gn. Since A sn G and A/A’ is a non-trivial p-group, then 
{comp(A’), p} c camp(G), and so comp(A’S*) E camp(G). It follows that 
A E Fit(X), completing the proof of part (b). 
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5. FACTORISATIONIN THE LAUSCH GROUP 
In this section we refine (4.3a) by an inductive procedure to obtain an 
expression for elements of the Lausch group in terms of a product of 
elements from so-called “&basic” groups (see (5.3)). The notational 
conventions from previous sections, with Fitting class 5, underlying set F, 
Lausch group d/h and set of s-relevant groups R, are retained. 
5.1 Notation. (a) Let B be a group and let A <B. Define 
(A;B}=(a-‘d:afA, DEB and abEA). 
Then {A; B} ,< A, while {A; B) = [A, B] if and only if A g B. 
(b) If R = UP* E R,, then P,X will denote the subgroup 
P: = {P; Aut(U)}(~ E P: [U, (y}] < U). 
The next lemma provides the inductive step in our agument. 
5.2 LEMMA. Suppose that R = UP* f iFi,. Then 
(UP,*)e, <~Oiul-‘. 
Proof Since U Q R’ then Ue, <A. 
Let x E P$. Then there exist elements yi E P*, for i = l,..., r (where 
possibly r = 0) with [U, (y,)] < U, together with an element 
t E {P*; Aut(~~, such that x= ty, --- y,. 
Suppose that a E P*, b E Aut(U) and ab E P*. Then U(a) and U(ab) are 
both subnormal in R, while conjugation by b in U Aut(U) induces a 
subnormal embedding U(a) -+ U(a”). Thus 
and so (a-lab) e, En by (2.4a). Thus {P; Aut(U)} e, <A, and it follows 
that te, E A. 
For i = l,..., r, let A, = [U, (y,)](y,); then Ai 4 U(yi) sn UP* = R. But 
AT < [U, (y,)] < U, by choice of the yj, and so by (4.3a) and (4.2~) we have 
Since A, sn R, it follows that yieR E A@ We-- *. The assertion of the lemma 
follows. 
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5.3. DEFINITION. The class 8, of ‘&basic groups is defined to be 
%3a=(GE%,:ifG~UP*EF?,thenP,*<P*)c%8. 
Weset [B,=~3,nR,,and[B~=9,nIR~. 
The next result gives a factorization (mod A) for certain elements of A in 
terms of elements from S-basic groups. 
5.4 PROPOSITION. Suppose that r E AW, where w E IN. Then either 
< E A or else there exist distinct R,,..., R, E iB,, where R,= U,PT in our 
usual notation, and elements xi E R,\U,P&, such that IRy\ < w and 
(sx,e, -+a x,e,(mod A), for e, E Qnat(R,, A). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on w. If w = 1, then certainly r E .4. 
Thus suppose that <E A@“, where w > 1, and that the assertion is true for 
elements < E AO”where u < w. 
By (4.2~) there are finitely many distinct Ri E IB, with lRy[ Q w; suppose 
for the moment hat these are labelled R, ,..., R,, with R, = U,P,*. By (4.2b) 
there exist elements y, E R,, k = l,..., m, such that 
ftsy,e, ... y,e,(modA), with ei E Qnat(R,, A). (1) 
Define subsets A and B of N by 
A = {a < m: iRz1 < w or \RTl = w and y, E U,P,*,,}; 
and 
Since A/A is abelian, we may re-write (1) in the form 
(2) 
If a E A then either jR:l < w and y,e,E A@-‘, or y, E U,P,*,,, in 
which case by (5.2) we again have yneo E A@‘-‘. 
Thus 
tl = 11 yoea E A@‘-‘. 
(IEA 
But now by induction, r, satisfies a congruence of the form 
L- Ihc (mod A) (3) 
CSC 
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for some finite index set C, where the R, are distinct members of (B, with 
IRfI < w - 1, and where z, E R,\U,Pz,,. 
If b E B, then yb E R,\U,P&-,, and so R, E 1B,. Since these R, appear in 
(l), they are distinct, and are, further, distinct from the R, for c E C, since 
IR;I < w - 1 < w = IR;I. 
Combining (2) and (3) and rationalising notation, we conclude that there 
exist distinct R it..‘, R, E B, with lRT/ < w, together with elements 
xi E Ri\UiP~~ such that <- x,e, **a x,e, (mod A), where e, E Qnat(R~,d~, 
completing the induction and thus the proof. 
The next result uses (5.4) to show how, given a “suitable” supply of 5- 
Fitting pairs, we may determine the g,-radical of an arbitrary group G E 5. 
We may regard this as preliminary form of Berger’s theorem. 
5.5 THEOREM (cf. Berger, [2]). Suppose that for each R = UP* E E3, 
there exists an S-Fitting pair (HR, hR) such that the following conditions are 
sa f isfied. 
(i) The ~be~iu~ group HR is a p-group, where RARE E G,. 
(ii) In our usual notation, ker(hi) = UP:. 
(iii) IfRj = UjP~ E iB, with 1 Vji < I UI and Rj & R, then Rjhg, = 1. 
Then if G E 5 we have 
Ga* = n {ker(hg): R E “6, where p[ IG/GXI and IRRf < IG%nf}. 
ProoJ: For each R E ES,, let liR denote the homomorphism from A to HR 
constructed from (HR, hR) as in (2.8). Let 
I-= n {ker(gR): R E IBb, where p j I G/G’{ and IRS’] < I G”1) < A. 
Then A < I’ and so Ge, n A < Ge, n K We will show that Ge, fU = 
Ge, n P, since (G,*) e, = Ge, n/l by (2.7) then the result will follow by the 
tinal statement of (2.8). 
Suppose that g E G and that ge, 6$ A. By (4.3a), ge, E AQ” where 
w = /G”/, and by (5.4) there exist distinct R, ,..., R, E [B, (where n > 1) with 
lRT/ < w, together with elements xi E Ri\UiP~*, such that 
ge,-x,e, *es x,e, (modA), where ei E Qnat(Ri, A). (4) 
Suppose without loss of generality that ] RiI < [R”I for 1 < i < n, and let 
R = UP* denote R,. Then for all j= l,..., n - 1, we have Rjej < ker(GR) by 
(iii) and (2.8). Thus by (4), we have 
(ge,)P = 1 --I l(x,eJ(P). 
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Since X, E R\UP,* and ker(@?) = UP,* by (ii), then (x,e,) hR # 1, and so 
(ge,) & ker(iR). S ince now gh”, # 1, then hR, is a non-trivial homomorphism 
of G into the P-group HR, where p = char(R/R’) by (i). Thus p ( / G/G’\. 
Since / Ra ] < w = f Gn / it follows that ge, I$ P. The result follows. 
The existence of Fitting pairs satisfying the hypotheses of the above 
theorem wilt be discussed in Section 7. 
6. GENERATION OF FITTING CLASSES 
In this section we refine (4.3b) to prove a result on the generation of 
Fitting classes which will be used in Section 8 to show that a Fitting class 
recently defined by Hawkes [ 131 is generated by a single group. 
We retain our previous notation with Fitting class 5 and set R, of ‘& 
relevant groups. For the purposes of generation, we define another subclass 
of the &relevant groups, namely the class of &constructive groups. 
6.1 DEFINITION. (a) (Berger [2]). If R = UP* E F?,, define 
PT = (a E P” : [U, (a)] < U). 
(b) The class %a of &constructive groups is defined as 
~~=(G~~~:ifG~R=UP~~~~~thenP~<P*). 
6.2 Remarks. (a) It is not hard to check that P,* 5j P*. 
(b) We have 13,~ (5,c%,; we shall see later that these inclusions 
can be strict. 
(c) We take the naturally-induced underlying sets C, = a, n IR, and 
c;=c,nRp,. 
6.3 LEMMA. If R E E?,, then R E Fit@,), where 
~R=(B~~:~‘=Bun~~isnR~~)U(C~:~~cop(R~) 
U (Rd E G, : Ri isn R” and comp(R,) C camp(R)). 
Proof. We argue by induction on ] R”j. Thus suppose that for all Ri E iR, 
with IR”I < IR’I we have R, E Fit(gRJ; by (4.2a) there are only finitely 
many such Ri. We may assume that R & C, and thus that P,* = P*. Define 
the set A by 
A = {a E P”: [U, {a)] < U), 
let A, = [U, (a)~{a) f or t2 E P*, and let T = {A, : a E A”i>, a subgroup of P*. 
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Since PT = P* then T > P*. But U < N,(A,) and so T 4 R. Thus 
U=[U,P*]<[U,T]<T, and so T=R. But A,gU(a)snR, and it 
follows that 
R E N,(A, : a E a). 
Now tix a E A. By (4.3b) we have A, E Fit@,), where 
~O=(E~F:E’=EandEisnA~)U(C,:pEcomp(A,)) 
(1) 
U u (Rab E IR, : Rtb isn Ai and comp(R,,) E comp(A,)). (2) 
b 
Since Rzb isn AZ < [U, (a)] < U = R’, then we have by induction for all 
appropriate a, b that R,, E Fit(gnb), where 
?l&,= (DE F:D’=D andDisnRtb)U(C,:pE comp(R,,)) 
U u (Rabc E C,: Rzbe iSIl Rfb and COIIlp(Rab,) G comp(R,,)). 
c 
(3) 
Now AZ sn R’ and A, sn R. Combining (l), (2) and (3) we find that 
Rzb, isn RR and that comp(R,b,) 5 camp(R) for all appropriate a, b and c, 
and upon rationalising notation we complete the induction and thus the 
proof. 
6.4 THEOREM. We have iJ E Fit@,), where 
X5=(AE~:A’=A)U(C,:pEchar(S))U~a. 
Proof: This follows immediately from (4.3b) and (6.3). 
Examples are given in [5,4.6.5] to show that, in general, none of the three 
classes making up X, in the above result may be omitted without destroying 
the generating property. 
7. BERGER'S THEOREM 
In his paper [2], Berger constructs some Fitting pairs more general than 
those of Laue, Lausch and Pain [ 151, and uses the new pairs to give a 
description of ;X* for various Fitting classes X, including all Fischer classes. 
Here we outline a method of constructing Fitting pairs, of Berger’s type, 
especially suited to our Theorem (5.5). Since the pairs described here can be 
regarded as special cases of those of Berger, we refer to [2] for the methods 
of proof; full details appear in Section (4.3) of [5]. After describing the 
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Fitting pairs, we deduce a version of Berger’s theorem for Fischer classes 
and then draw some conclusions related to Lockett’s conjecture. 
We retain our previous notation, with Fitting class 5 and set IB, of 5- 
basic groups R = UP*. 
7.1 CONSTRUCTION (cf. Berger [2]). Let R = UP* E [B, and suppose 
that ij and R satisfy the following. 
(*) Whenever A E 5 and B sn A with B z 17, then BTE 5 for all 
T E Syl,(N, (B)), where p is the prime dividing 1 P* (. 
Now suppose that G E iJ and that X sn G with X z U. Let p: X -+ U be an 
isomorphism. Then p induces a homomorphism u: N&X)+ Aut(U) in the 
natural way. If S E Syl,(ZV,(X)), then by Sylow’s theorem in Aut(U), there 
exists A E Aut(U) such that (So)* <P, where P is the Sylow p-subgroup of 
Aut(U) chosen when we fixed R = UP* E IB, (see (4.lb)). Since XS E 5 by 
(*), then U(So)’ E 5 by (2.9a), and so (So)’ <P*. Let S, = (S; NJX)}. 
We may check that (S,a)’ < P$, where P$ is as in (Klb), and it follows 
that the map 
5: ss, --t (sa)” PO*, for s E S, 
is a homomorphism from S/S, to P*/P$. 
Calculations (see Section 2 of [2]) ensure that the definition of t is 
independent of the choices of isomorphism p and the element I E Aut(U) 
with (Say’ < P. We will denote t by r(X; S/S, -+ P*/Pt) when we wish to be 
explicit as to the definition of t. 
Suppose now that K = {X, ,..., X,} is a full set of representatives of the G- 
conjugacy classes of subgroups X sn G with X z U, where possibly k = 0 
and K = 0. For each i E ( l,..., k) choose A E n\l such that 
fi ]/V&Xi) : Si] =-1 (modp”), 
where Si E Syl,(N,(X,)) and p” is the exponent of P*/P,*. 
Now define a homomorphism @Xi ; G + P*/Pz) from G to P*/P$ by 
gS(X,; G --) P*/P;l*) = (gV(G -+ S/S,) t(Xi; S/S,, --) P*P$)p, 
where V(G -+ S/St,) denotes the transfer homomorphism from G to S/S,,. 
Finally define a homomorphism dgF5 from G to P*/Pz by 
g&*3 = 1 if k = 0, 
= fi &Xi : G + P*/P$) if k>l. 
i=l 
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Again, calculations as in Section 2 of Berger [2], ensure that the definition 
of dgV5 is independent of the choices of G-conjugacy class representatives Xi, 
of Si E Syl,(Z?,(X,)), and of fi satisfying the congruence. 
7.2 THEOREM (Berger [2]). With Fitting class 5 and R = UP* E 83% 
satisfving (7. I (*)), we have the following. 
(a) The pair (P*/P$, d$q5) is an S-Fitting pair. 
(b) If G E 5 and subnemb(U, G) = 0, then GdE*5 = 1. 
(c) The group P*/P$ is a p-group. 
(d) The homomorphism d,Rv5: R -+ P*/P$ is onto and has kernel UP:. 
(e) rfl? E 5, is such that I? &R and jff”j < IR’I, then R&‘S= 1. 
(f) suppose that ctj is a ~tti~g class with 5 c (f, that R E Q,, and 
that 0 and R also satisfy (7.1(*)). If G E 5 and g E G, then gdE*’ = gdz*” 
(as elements of P*/P$). 
ProoJ: We refer to. (2.11) of [ 21 f or a proof of part (a). Parts (b) and (c) 
are clear, while part (d) follows by elementary transfer calculations. Part (e) 
follows from (b), remembering to take account of the possibility that 
R” z Rfl with R E IYi for q # p. Part (f) follows from the definitions of d2’R 
and dRv”. 
If i is a Fischer class then condition (7.1(*)) is satisfied by 5 and R for 
all R E 83,. We shall see in Section 8 that if 5 is a certain Fitting class 
defined by Hawkes ] 131, then 5 and R satisfy (7,1(*)) for all R E IR,; while 
‘$J is not a Fischer class. 
We now give Berger’s theorem for Fischer classes, and point out some 
consequences. 
7.3 THEOREM (Berger [2]). Suppose that iJ is a Fischer class, and let 
G E 5. Then 
G,* = 0 { ker(dg’“): R E “6 where p I/ G/G”/ and R” isn G”}, 
where the maps dzv5 are as constructed in (7. I). 
ProoJ: In view of the remark above, then by (7.2) and (5.5) we have 
G,* = n {ker(diTD): R E Sg where p] [G/G”] and IR”I Q IG”l}. 
Now, by (7.2b), Gd;*5 = 1 if subnemb(R’, G) = 0. However, if R”isn G, 
then since R% = @‘(RI) and p ] 1 G/G’], then we must have R’isn G’. The 
assertion follows. 
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7.4 COROLLARY. Let X and ?I be Fischer classes with X s Y, and let II 
be a set of primes. Suppose that B$s 23; for all p E z Then 
X*c:wqJ*gl*#G,t. 
ProoJ: If p E rr, let [B$ be an underlying set for 2.36, chosen as in (4. lb). 
By hypothesis, Q = IBM n 23: is then an underlying set for !23%. 
By (3.5) of [8], we have 3E* s X n v,*. Suppose for a contradiction that G 
is a group of minimal order in (3E n g*)\(X, # G,,), and let M = GcX,#G,,). 
If G/M is non-abelian, then G = G’ E X, by (1.3a), a contradiction. Thus 
G/Mz C, where p E ip. By (7.3), 
G,* = n { ker(di*‘): R E I%; and R” isn Gn} ( G. 
Thus there exists R E [BP, and g E G with gd:,’ # 1. Since S$ c E3-$ then 
gdR,TQ # 1 by (7.2f). But now by (7.3), G @ 9*, contrary to choice, and the 
result follows. 
On taking II = P in the above result, we obtain the following. 
7.5 COROLLARY. Let X and ‘J be Fischer classes with X z 3, and 
supposethatB,~%+,. ThenX*=Xng*. 
We remark that (7.5) may be used to show that the Fischer class iJ 
defined by Hawkes in Section 2 of [ 121 satisfies the Lockett conjecture. 
The next result, which uses (7.4), can be used as an alternative to a crucial 
lemma in the Bryce-Cossey proof of the Lockett conjecture for primitive 
saturated formations [ 81. 
7.6 PROPOSITION (cf. Bryce and Cossey, [8, 4.2, 4.71). Let X and ‘?J be 
Fischer classes and let 7c be a set of primes. If (X n 9j)* = X n g*, then 
((~#Gs,>n~‘17),=(I#G,)n~,. 
Proof By [ 17; 2.6.61, X # 6, is a Fischer class, and so 
U = (X # 6,) n 9 is also a Fischer class. 
Let p E rt, and let R E BP, with R = UP* in our usual notation; then 
P* = Pn (UP), for some P E Syl,(Aut(U)). It is evident that R,= (UP),= 
~W),>,#,/ Since p E rc, it follows that (UP), = (UP),, and so R E 235. 
Thus !Z3[ c Sg for all p E 71, and so by (7.4) we have 
If now G is a group of minimal order in (U n g)\U,, then 1 G: GUI = 
qEn’. Since G is single-headed and ll&X#G,,, then GEXngD,. But 
X n g* = (X n?l), E U* by hypothesis and (1.3d), a contradiction. The 
result follows. 
481/68!1 4 
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One may now work through the Bryce and Cossey proofs of 
[8,4.16,4.17] using (7.6) above instead of [8,4.7,4.15], and obtain the 
following. 
7.7 THEOREM (Bryce and Cossey [S], Berger [ 11). Let X be a ~ri~iii~e 
sut~rated formation (so that X E G), and let 2) be a Fischer class (of not- 
necessarily soluble groups). Then X n ‘& = (X n g)*. 
This theorem was proved by Bryce and Cossey when 9 is a subgroup- 
closed class of soluble groups, and was proved by Berger when 9 is a 
subgroup-closed but not-necessarily soluble class. 
8. HAWKES’ Fmmcz CLASSES 
In this section, results from previous sections are applied to the family of 
meta-nilpotent Fitting classes recently defined by Hawkes [ 131. It is shown 
that these classes are each generated by a single group, and that certain of 
them coincide with their own “lower stars,” It is shown in [6] that Hawkes’ 
classes are also Lockett classes, thus leading to the existence of non-nilpotent 
Fitting classes whose upper and lower stars coincide. 
In this section, we will use the notational conventions introduced 
previously, but will not retain our fixed Fitting class 5. 
The de~nitions of Hawkes’ classes are given, but we refer to f I3 ] for 
certain of the proofs. 
8.1 HYPOTHESIS (Hawkes [ 13; 5.11). Let p and q be distinct primes 
with q # 2. Let P E G,, and let Q E Syl,(Aut(P)). Assume that each of the 
following conditions holds : 
(a) P/Z(P) is directly indecomposable; 
(b) P has class c >, 3; 
Cc) WP) = Y~+~-~(P) for i= 4% 
td> lQl=q; 
(e) Q acts fixed-paint-freely on P/Z(P); and 
tf) W’), Ql = 1. 
Here, of course, the (&} and {y,] are the terms of the ascending and 
descending, respectively, central series of P, with &, = 1 and y, = P. 
For the rest of this section, P and Q will denote fixed groups satisfying the 
conditions of (8.1). Hawkes [ 131, remarks that concrete examples of such 
groups can be found; we will discuss this later. 
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8.2. Remark (Hawkes [ 13,521). Let S be a q-group of operators for P. 
If [P, S] # 1, then [P, S] = P and ] S/C,(P)] = q. In all cases, [Z(P), S] = 1. 
8.3 DEFINITION (Hawkes [ 13,531). (a) The class X is defined to 
consist of all groups of order 1, together with all groups of the form X = KA, 
a semi-direct product of K by A with K g X, where 
(i) A is a q-group; 
(ii) K is a central product of A-invariant subgroups P, ,..., P,, each 
isomorphic with P and satisfying [P,, A] = Pi ; and 
(iii) O,(X) = 1. 
(b) With X as in (a), define 
33 = (G E G, # 6, : OP(G/O,(G)) E 3). 
Whenever X E X and we write X = KA, we shall implicitly assume that K 
and A have the meanings ascribed to them above. 
8.4 PROPOSITION (Hawkes, 5.41). Zf X = KA E X with K = P, ... P,, as 
above, then A is an elementary abelian q-group and C,(A) = Z(K). Further 
(by a reading of the proof), ]A ] ] qS. 
8.5 THEOREM (Hawkes [ 13, 5.5, 5.61). The class 3 is a Fitting class. 
We remark that the class denoted by 9 here is denoted by 5, in [ 13,5.6]. 
The following lemma is well known, and not hard to verify. 
8.6 LEMMA. Let C be a central product of groups B, ,..., B,. 
(a) The group C is isomorphic to a factor group, by a central 
subgroup, of the external direct product D = B, X .. . x B,. 
(b) If L$ E Aut(BJ is such that [Z(Bi), ai] = 1, then a^, can be 
“extended to a well-defined automorphism ai of C by defining 
cai = b, ..a (bit&) ..a b, if c=b, . . . b, E C, bi E Bi. 
Zf i, j E {l,..., s}, then Bi is an (a,)-invariant subgroup of C. Further, 
[Bi, (ai)] = 1 if i#j, while [Z(C), (ai)] = 1 and ai induces the 
automorphism a*, on B, < C. In particular, tf a^, # 1, then ai # 1. 
8.7 PROPOSITION. There is, up to isomorphism, just one %constructive 
group, which we may take as PQ. 
Proof Suppose that R = VT* is (a, t)-relevant for t E char(D), where, in 
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our usual notation, V= Ot(V) = R” = [V, TF], and T* = 2-n (VT), with 
T E Syl,(Aut( V)). 
Since D E 6, # G,, then t = q, V= Oq(V) E Syl,(R), and TF E Syl,(R). 
Since P < Aut(V) then O,(R) = 1, while since V= R”, then Op(R) = R. 
Thus R E 3, and so V is a central product of T-invariant subgroups 
P I ,..., P,, each isomorphic with P, with s 2 1 and [Pi, T] = Pi for i = l,..., s. 
By (8.4), we have 
r* is elementary abelian and 1 r* ( ] qs, (1) 
while by (8.6b) and (8.lb) we have 
Pi < V if s>l. (2) 
For each i E 1 ,..., s, let a^, be an automorphism of Pi of order q. By (8.2) 
and (8.6b), Ql, may be extended to an automorphism a, of V = P, a-. P,, 
where 
[v9 (ai)] = [p*9 (ai)] =p,* (3) 
Since a, # 1, then ]a,] = q. Clearly if i and j are distinct members of the 
set {l,..., s}, then U, # U, and [Qi, aI] = 1. If now S* = (a, ,..., a,) Q Aut(V), 
then it follows that 
S* is elementary abelian of order qs. (4) 
Since S* < Aut(V) then O,(VS*) = 1, and so VS* E X by statement (3). 
But again by (3), V = P, .a. P, < [V, S], and since S* Q oP(VS*) then 
Op(VS*) = VS*. Thus Op(VS*/O,(VS*)) = VS*, and so VS* E a. 
Now choose S E Syl,(Aut(V)) so that S* < S. Then 
vs* < (VS), and s* < S n (KS),. (5) 
By Sylow’s theorem in Aut(V), we may without loss of generality assume 
that T= S; thus P = S n (VS), and so by (5), (1) and (4) we have r* = 
s* = (a, )...) a,). 
If s > 1 then [V, (ai)] = P, < V, by (2) and (3), for all i E (l,..., s}. Thus 
r* = T$, in the notation of (6.la), and SO R = VP 6$ LX, in this case. 
If s=l, then V=P, and T=(u,)zCC,. By (3), [V,T]=V, and so 
c=l and VrCEa,. Since P, E P, then by (8.ld) we have P = 
T E Syl,(Aut( V)). 
It follows that if R = VP E a, then V z P and T E Syl,(Aut(V)) with 
T E C,. By Sylow’s theorem in Aut(V), R is unique up to isomorphism; 
indeed, R z PQ. This proves the assertion. 
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8.8 COROLLARY. In the above notation, 3 = Fit(PQ). 
Proof. Since char(%) = {P, q} and pq ] ] PQI, the result follows by (8.7) 
and (6.4). 
8.9 Remarks. By definition and (8.7), sr,c: g,= {PQ}, where Q E C,. 
Recalling notation from (5.1), we have two possibilities. 
(i) {Q; Au@')} = Q. In this case, Q, = Q and so PQ Gf? 8,. Thus 
21, = 0, and so n = d by (5.4). It follows that in this case we have a = a,. 
Note also that $I! c a, c %,. 
(ii) {Q; Aut(P)j = 1. In this case Q, = 1, and 23,= {PQj. Suppose 
that G E a and that X sn G with X z P. Let S E Syl~(~~(~)). By (8.ld), 
j S/C,(X)] q, and either XS =X x S or XS r PQ. Thus XS E a, and so a 
and PQ satisfy (7.1(*)). Therefore, by (7.2) we may define the Fitting pair 
(Q, dPQ,‘), and by (7.3) and (7.5) we have 
G,* = ker(d~Q’“) = G,* for all G E a. 
Although 3 is not a Fischer class, since the subgroup yz(P)Q of PQ does 
not lie in 3, we note that (7.5) may be extended to apply here. 
It remains to exhibit an example of a pair (P, Q) of groups satisfying 
Hypothesis (8.1). In his paper [ 131, Hawkes remarks that a group 
constructed by Dark [lo], can be modified to yield an example of a suitable 
pair (P, Q). Here we will give a brief outline showing how Dark’s example 
may be modified. We find that different modifications enable pairs (P, Q) 
satisfying either possibility (i) or (ii) of (8.9) to be constructed. 
For ease of notation, the 7-group denoted by P in Dark’s paper [lo] will 
be denoted here by D. Other notation will be drawn directly from (IO]. 
Thus let A, = (a,,) and B, = (b,) be subgroups of Aut(D/D’) as on p. 22 
of [lo], and let the GF(7)-vector spaces Vi and the groups Wi be defined as 
on pp. 24 and 25, respectively, of IlO]. Then ]A,] = 3, ]B,] = 19 and A$, is 
a non-abelian subgroup of Aut(D/L)‘). It is shown on pp. 24 and 2.5 of [IO] 
that the spaces Vi and groups Wi admit A$, in a natural way. 
A certain amount of calculation reveals that the representation of A, on 
V,, is such that a, has eigenvalues 2 and 4 on V,,. Thus, we may choose a 
one-dimensional subspace, V,, of V5, which is A&variant, and also a one- 
dimensional subspace, Vb, of V,, which is not A,-invariant. 
As in [lo], let D, denote the fourth term of the descending central series 
of LX Let k E (a, b), and define the normal subgroup W* of D by 
W,lD, = V,, 
and detine the factor group P, of D by 
P, =D/W, w,, w,. 
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We may check that 
Pi= WS~W~W~SW~ and Y3VJ = w5, w, w,,/typ WI, Wk. 
It is shown on p. 25 of [IOf that B, acts irreducibly, and without fixed 
points, on the spaces V1 and rZr,, and that 8, centralises V,, , Thus B, acts 
irreducibly on P,Pi and PjJy3(Pk), and centralises y3(Pk). It follows that 
VA = Y3PL) and &(Pfo = q- * 
We may check that P,/Z(P,) is directly indecomposable. 
Now, P,JP; is elementary abelian of order 73. Thus if fk = Au@& then 
tY== C,(P&) is a 7-group, while $2/Y is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
GL(3,7). Thus we may identify I?, with a Sylow 19-subgroup of ff, 
It follows that if we take P = Pk and Q = B,, we obtain a pair (P, Q) of 
groups satisfying Hypothesis (8.1), and so we may construct a Fitting class 
3 = Bk as in (8.3). 
If k = a, then W, is &-invariant, and so we may identify the group ALOB, 
with a subgroup of Aut(P,). Since B, = (B,,;A,$,}, then in this case 
{Q: Aut(P,)] = Q, and a, = a,, . 
If k = b, then W, is not ~~-invariant. It follows from Satz 11.7.3(a) of [14/ 
that in this case ~~~~~~~~(~*~ = C “ ~~*~(~~~. Thus {Q: Aut(P,)) = I and the 
group P&Q is, up to isomorphism, the unique ‘I&,-basic group. Here, 
b,#z?6,=a,nG,. 
The material in this paper forms part of the author’s Ph. D. thesis at the University of 
Warwick. I would like to thank Dr. Trevor Hawkes for his supervision and for suggesting this 
approach to Berger’s theorem, and also The Royal Commission for the Exhibition of I85 I for 
financial support. 
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